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“So here we are, dressed in dark 

how could we go so far? 

I even don’t remember the stretch of my heart 

Now here we are, will we stand? 

We’ve lost the need to understand 

We’ve lost the wish to fight till the end 

Losing the direction, inured to repression 

Tired of this fake search of perfection 

I feel completely numb, a puppet who surrenders to all these lies 

I need to fill this hole in my mind 

 

C’mon hurt me, c’mon scare me, c’mon beat me 

‘cause I need to feel 

C’mon smash me, honey thrill me, try to kill me 

‘cause I need to feel 

 

Closed in the silence of this room, just give me something for the pain 

Poison my soul to forget the remorse and the blame 

Getting mad in front of a phone, I hear you cry, I watch the wall 

Will my car run fast enough to hide myself at all? 

I need to sleep, I can’t stop crying, I try to breathe, I need a knife 

Don’t wake me up before the end of this long night 

And all is black around me, a putrid torment is digging  

in the balance of this long waiting 

I need to get out, I need to burn, I cross the limit, there’s no return  

 

C’mon hurt me, c’mon scare me, c’mon beat me 

‘cause I need to feel 

C’mon smash me, honey thrill me, try to kill me 

‘cause I need to feel 

 

C’mon hurt me, c’mon smash me, c’mon beat me, baby shock me 

C’mon hurt me, baby thrill me, try to kill me...so get in the ring.... 

C’mon hurt me, c’mon shock me, c’mon beat me ‘cause I need to feel 

C’mon smash me, baby thrill me, try to kill me ‘cause I need to feel 

something…….anything…….something…….anything…….” 
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